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Realization of a study of civil engineer with cables 
of prestressed in fast dynamics via macro order 
CALC_EUROPLEXUS

Summary:

The purpose of this document is to give advices to carry out studies of civil  engineer in fast dynamics with
cables of prestressed and the concrete modelled in hull (element Q4GG). Calculations in fast dynamics are
carried out with Europlexus via the macro-order CALC_EUROPLEXUS. The cables of prestressed can be of three
types: members, slipping or rubbing.

One points out the three types of modeling of cables available in Europlexus and one illustrates their use on the
example of a prestressed enclosure subjected to an impact. One will present the four stages for the resolution of
the  problem:  creation  of  the  grid,  put  in  data  in  Code_Aster,  resolution  of  the  digital  problem  and
postprocessing.
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1 Introduction

Within  the  framework  of  the  study  of  the  behaviour  of  the  buildings  of  civil  engineer,  the  digital
simulations aim to better apprehend their nonlinear behavior. One presents in this document the tools
available in Code_Aster in order to model structures hurled out of reinforced concrete (modeling hull
Q4GG)  with cables of prestressed and to carry out a fast analysis of dynamics calling on software
Europlexus.  For more technical details on the setting in data of a calculation of impact with the law
GLRC_DAMAGE, one can consult the reference [8]. 

The purpose of this document is to provide the user of the advices of setting in data of the study with
cables of prestressed which can be of adherent type, slipping or rubbing.

2 Software EUROPLEXUS

Software  Europlexus [1]  is  a  software of  simulation dedicated to  the analysis  in  fast  dynamics of
structures and fluids.  EDF CodéveloppE this code in partnership with the owners: Commissariat  à
l'Energie Atomique and with Alternative energies (ECA) and the Center Commun run of RechercheS
European Commission located at Ispra (Italy).

Software  Europlexus is  based on a discretization of  space by means of  finite elements.  Temporal
integration is carried out thanks to a diagram clarifies conditionally stable. The algorithm of resolution is
non-linear so much at the geometrical level (great displacements, large deformations) that on the level
of the material (laws of non-linear behavior S ). 

code Europlexus can be called by the software Code_Aster via the macro-order CALC_EUROPLEXUS ,
who allows to control the execution of a study  Europlexus since a command file  Code_Aster . The
order  CALC_EUROPLEXU S thus allows to define and carry out a study  Europlexus while remaining
entirely in the environment of Code_Aster .  The resolution is done in background by  Europlexus ,
without the user not having to worry of preparation input files Europlexus . 

CALC_EUROPLEXUS takes in arguments the concepts Aster, built the command file Europlexus , launch
and pilot execution of Europlexus , then rebuilt, starting from a file result Europlexus with format MED,
one concept Aster result which can be then analyzed with Aster in postprocessing. 

The framework of application of the order CALC_EUROPLEXUS is detailed in documentation [U7.03.10]. 
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3 Type of modeling of the cables of prestressings

3.1 Introduction

In Code_Aster and Europlexus, the cables of prestressing are modelled by elements 1D (bars with 2
nodes). In  Code_Aster, there exists also an element CABLE-GAINE using 3 nodes. Their setting in
tension consists in applying a nonworthless tension in these cables.

One distinguishes three modelings from cables [5] and [6]:
• cables hasdhérents,
• cables Gsmoothing,
• cables Frottants.

The difference between these three types of cables rests on their connection with the concrete which
surrounds them (see [2] for the theoretical aspects and the validation).

3.2 Adherent cables

An adherent cable is a cable entirely related to the concrete by connections kinematics. The whole of
displacements of the nodes of the cables are thus constrained by displacements of the nodes of the
concrete.
This modeling corresponds to the technology of prestressing with adherence. In this case, the cables
or strands are placed in metal sheaths or plastic, are put in tension, then the sheaths are injected with
cement grout in order to ensure the solidarisation between the cables and the concrete.

3.3 Slipping cables

A slipping cable  is  a  cable  which  can  freely  move along its  trajectory  (and only  in  this  direction)
compared to the concrete in which it is immersed. A slipping cable is thus kinematically related to the
concrete only according to the two orthogonal directions with its trajectory of each one of its nodes. 

So that the cable moves along its trajectory in the event of great deformations and of great slips, these
relations kinematics must be recomputed with each step of time. It is at the same time necessary to
recompute the projection of the nodes of cables on the concrete and the trajectory of the cable in order
to obtain the new tangent.  Figure 3.3-a illustrate this procedure.

 

This modeling corresponds to the technology of  prestressing without  adherence: it  is  the case for
example  lubricated  sheathed  cables  (TGG).  In  these  cases,  the  cables  or  strands  are  placed  in
sheaths filled with grease.
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Figure 3.3-a: Slip of the cable along its sheath
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3.4 Rubbing cables

A rubbing cable beT a case intermediary between an adherent cable and a slipping cable. The nodes
of the cable can move compared to the concrete in which it is immersed according to a law of friction in
the direction of the trajectory of the cable. Llaw of friction utili hassé in Code-aster and Europlexus is a
law of Coulomb where a threshold of friction separates the zone from adherence and the zone of slip
(Figure 3.4-a). The threshold of the law is defined by the coefficients of linear friction (rectilinear) and
curve (curvilinear) (cf 4.2.4).

 
On this figure Flim indicate the force threshold of the law and dVR   is  relative  speed of  the cables
compared to the concrete.

This modeling can be used to reproduce the profiles of tension of standards BPEL [3] or ETCC [4].
From a practical point of view, elements of the type brings out rubbing, called discrete elements in
Code_Aster, must be defined in the model to take into account the law of behavior of friction rel iant the
nodes of the cable and the nodes of the concrete (Figure 3.4-b). 
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Figure 3.4-a: Model of friction 

Figure 3.4-b: Modeling of the connections
rubbing  concrete-steel
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4 Standard study of a prestressed enclosure

4.1 First stage: Realization of the grid

4.1.1 Concrete structure

The enclosure modelled for the standard study consists of a surmounted cylindrical barrel of a dome.
The reinforced concrete wall  is with a grid in surface elements with 4 nodes (QUA4).  The passive
reinforcements  are  modelled  via  the  law  DE  behavior  homogenized  reinforced  concrete
GLRC_DAMAGE, they are thus not with a grid. One can define a zone limited for the taking into account
of the non-linear behavior of material.

Veins, located of share of other of the enclosure for  =0 °  and  =180 ° ,  are reinforced zones
where  are  anchored  the  horizontal  cables  of  prestressings.  They are  modelled  by elements  hulls
(Figure 4.1.1-b) representing the super thicknesses of concrete. 

The groups of meshs allowing the assignment of materials and the loading are defined.
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Figure 4.1.1-a: Grid of the structure out of concrete of the enclosure
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Notice
One will endeavour to carry out a regular grid with a size of uniform mesh.
Size minimal of the mesh is taken into account in the calculation of the step of time for the diagram of
explici resolutionyou. The stability of the diagram is thus conditioned by the grid.
Moreover, in the case of the use of a non-linear law of behavior, the presence of local refinements can
lead to a localization of the constraints and nonrealistic damages.

 

4.1.2 Cables of prestressings

Each cable is with a grid by elements segments with two nodes. The choice of the size of mesh must
be close to the size of mesh chosen for the elements plates. One ensures oneself thus that there is not
a large number of node of cables in the same concrete mesh what would lead to a model with  many
connections kinematics leading to an important computing time. Conversely if the cables of prestressed
are not with a grid rather finely, the prestressing forces are badly distributed and certain segments of
cable can “leave” the grid of the concrete during the loading.

It  is  not  necessary to make coincide the nodes of  the cable with  the nodes of  the concrete.  The
segment of the cables is not necessarily in the plan of the hull modelling the concrete because the
thickness of  the hull  will  be taken into  account  in the pairing of  the nodes of  the cables and the
concrete. It thus should be made sure that the position of the nodes of the cable is well at a distance
lower than the half-thickness of the corresponding concrete plate.

For each cable, it is necessary to define the nodes of anchoring, which are the two ends of the cable. It
is necessary to create a group of nodes (container only one node) for each one of these nodes of
anchoring.
In this study, one distinguishes three groups from cables: vertical, horizontal cables and those of the
dome. For the vertical cables and those of the dome, one can easily locate the ends on the figure. For
the horizontal  cables,  a sight  close to anchoring at  the ends is  proposed  Figure 4.1.2-b :  the two
terminations of the cables cross but are disconnected. Cables horizontal can be anchored on one of
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Figure 4.1.1-b: Sight brought closer to
anchoring =0 °

Figure 4.1.1-c: Sight of the cylinder of
the enclosure and the reference mark
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the two zones of anchorings. It is advised to alternate them horizontal cables anchored in the zones
=0 °   and  =180 ° ,  afiN  to  obtain  a  uniform  prestressing  of  the  enclosure.  This  council  is

particularly necessary if friction is considered at the time of the setting into prestressed because  the
tension is not uniform along the cable at the time of the setting in prestressing.
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Figure 4.1.2-a: Grid of the cables of prestressing

 

Figure 4.1.2-b: Sight brought closer to
anchoring of the horizontal cables
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Specific case of the rubbing cables

For the case of the rubbing cables, of the discrete elements must be built in the grid all it length of the
cables. For that, one duplicates each node of cable in script Salomé of generation of the grid, except
the ends, and one creates a mesh SEG2 worthless length Figure 3.4-b. One can create plainthat group
of mesh DISFROT gathering all the discrete elements created.

4.2 Second phase: Setting in fact of the case

4.2.1 Reading and enrichments of the grid

One must check beforehand that the nodes of anchoring are quite accessible (individually) by one
GROUP_NO. 
It  is  also  necessary to  direct  the groups of  meshs correctly  where  one imposes loadings  of  type
pressure or flow (order ORIE_NORM_COQUE).

Specific case of the rubbing cables
One must ensure oneself to have built a group of meshS discrete along the cables without including
the ends.

4.2.2 Assignment of a model

Lcomponent be modelled are:
a) câbl of prestressing be modelled by elements BAR (resting on SEG2 ), 
b) concrete  modelled  by  hulls  Q4GG (it  is  the  only  elements  hulls  admitted  by  the

macro_commande CALC_EUROPLEXUS ). 

c) Specific case of the rubbing cables
The discrete elements representing friction between the cables and the concrete are modelled
by elements DIS_T.

MODELE=AFFE_MODELE (
            MAILLAGE=MAIL,
            AFFE= (_F (GROUP_MA = l_beton,

PHENOMENON = ‘MECHANICAL’,
MODELING = ‘Q4GG’),

                  _F (GROUP_MA = l_cables,
                PHENOMENON = ‘MECHANICAL’,

MODELING = ‘BAR’),
             _F (GROUP_MA = ‘DISFROT’,

PHENOMENON = ‘MECHANICAL’,
MODELING = ‘DIS_T’),)

                   ) 

←  Modeling  to  be  added  for  the
case of the rubbing cables

4.2.3 Characteristics of the elements of structure

The characteristics expected for the elements of structure are:
a) the section of the cables of prestressings,
b) the thickness of the concrete hulls (if need be, the orientation of the hulls is specified).

c) Specific case of the rubbing cables
Warning : The translation process used on this website is a "Machine Translation". It may be imprecise and inaccurate in whole or in part
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The elementary stiffnesses of discrete must be defined. These stiffnesses are necessary for
the calculation of setting in prestressing carried out in  Code_AsteR. One chooses values of
high stiffnesses so that the “double” nodes remain interdependent with the nodes of the cable.
However these stiffnesses are not useful for the part Europlexus. A second concept is created
AFFE_CARA_ELEM without the characteristics of the discrete elements.

The concept  CARA_ELEM  for the order CALC_PRECONT is:

CARAELE=AFFE_CARA_ELEM (MODELE=MODELE,
         HULL = (_F (GROUP_MA = l_beton,
                     THICK = ECYL,

                  VECTEUR= (0. , 0. , 1.),)
…)

         BAR = (_F (GROUP_MA = l_cables,
                     SECTION=' GENERALE',
                     CARA=' A',

        VALE=aire,),…)
DISCRETE = _F (GROUP_MA = ‘DISFROT’,

  CARA = ‘K_T_D_L’,
  VALE = (1.E10,1.E10,1.E10),
), 

← Keyword to be added for the
case of the rubbing cables

The concept  CARA_ELEM  for the order CALC_EUROPLEXUS is:

CARAEPX=AFFE_CARA_ELEM (MODELE=MODELE,
         COQUE= (_F (GROUP_MA = l_beton,
                    THICK = ECYL,

                 VECTEUR= (0. , 0. , 1.),)
…)

         BARRE= (_F (GROUP_MA = l_cables,
                   SECTION=' GENERALE',
                   CARA=' A',

      VALE=aire,),
   …)

), 

Concept copies to create for the
case  of  the  cables  rubbing
without the characteristics of the
discrete ones 

4.2.4 Definition of materials

Laws of behavior available for the concrete within the framework of this modeling are:
• ELAS
• GLRC_DAMAGE

The law of  behavior  GLRC_DAMAGE is  a law of  endommagement homogenized whose parameters
depend on the  geometry  of  the  section  (thickness and section of  passive  reinforcements),  of  the
parameters of the response of the concrete and steel. The field mytériau is created thanks to the order
DEFI_GLRC.
For the concrete and steel, one must create as a preliminary materials with the elastic parameters (E,
NAKED and RHO) and parameters of damage (SYC, SYT, D_SIGM_EPSI).
For  the  taking  into  account  of  the  cables  of  prestressing,  it  is  necessary  to  add  the  keyword
BETON_BPEL for the concrete.

CONCRETE = DEFI_MATERIAU (
ELAS=_F (E  = e_b,

                     NAKED = nu_b,
                 RHO = rho,),

BETON_ECRO_LINE=_F (
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D_SIGM_EPSI= d_sigm_epsi ,
SYT=syt,
SYC=syc,), 

BPEL_BETON=_F ()); ← Keyword to be added

If one wishes to take into account friction at the time of the setting into prestressed ( what can be made
for  all  the  types  of  cables),  I L  is  necessary  to  add  the  parameters  of  frictions  in  the  keyword
BPEL_ACIER .  keywords are in this case FR OT_COURB (curved coefficient of friction) and FROT_LINE
(linear coefficient of friction). 

STEEL = DEFI_MATERIAU (
ELAS=_F (E  = e_a,

                     NAKED = nu_a,
                 RHO = rho,),

ECRO_LINE=_F (
D_SIGM_EPSI= d_sigm_epsi ,
SYT=syt,
SYC=syc,), 

BPEL_ACIER=_F (
             FROT_COURB=frot_cb,

FROT_LINE =frot_li,
)

                  );

← Keywords to be added with the
parameters of friction
(obligatory  in  the  case  of  rubbing
cables,  optional  for  the  other
cables)

The fields materials are hasssociés with the grid via the order AFFE_MATERIAU.

Notice
The material field created is affected on the grid. Pour the order CALC_EUROPLEXUS Tous the groups
of meshs of the model must be associated with a material.

4.2.5 Definition of the cables

The phase of definition of the cables places by the order DEFI_CABLE_BP. That makes it possible to
define  which must be the tension in the cables according to the rules of the BPEL, according to the
initial tension, of the retreat of anchoring (which applies only for active anchorings), of the relieving of
steel and the deformations differed from the concrete (creep and withdrawal).
Let us announce that only one DEFI_CABLE_BP can gather several cables provided that they have the
same parameters of entry for the calculation of the tension, and that one wishes to tighten all these
cables simultaneously.
In the order  DEFI_CABLE_BP, one also indicates the surrounding concrete meshs of the cables for
pairing.

L_CAB =DEFI_CABLE_BP (MODEL        = MODEL,
                   CHAM_MATER     = CHMATER,
                   CARA_ELEM      = CARAELE,
                   GROUP_MA_BETON = l_beton,
                   TYPE_ANCRAGE   = (‘ACTIVE’, ‘ACTIVE’),
                   TENSION_INIT   = tension_val,
                   RECUL_ANCRAGE  = retreat,
                   DEFI_CABLE     = 

(_F (GROUP_MA = cable_1,
                       GROUP_NO_ANCRAGE= (n1_debut, 
n1_fin)),

_F (GROUP_MA = cable_2,

←  an  occurrence
by cable
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                       GROUP_NO_ANCRAGE= (n2_debut, 
n2_fin)),

…))

4.2.6 Definition of the loadings

It is necessary to define the following loadings separately:

a) L be boundary conditions as well as the possible instantaneous, like the actual weight, valid
loadings at the beginning of calculation, 

b) Lbe relations kinematics allowing to connect the nodes of cable to the concrete nodes and to
specify the type of cable which will be taken into account by Europlexus.
The type of cable is selected under TYPE_EPX with for choice: ‘ADHE’, ‘GLIS’, ‘FROT’.

CINE_CAB = AFFE_CHAR_MECA (MODELE=MODELE,
RELA_CINE_BP=_F(

CABLE_BP =L_CAB,
RELA_CINE=' OUI',
SIGM_BPEL=' NON',
TYPE_EPX =type_epx)) ← Keyword  to  add  to  specify

the type of cable

This loading is necessary for any calculation with STAT_NON_LINE or CALC_EUROPLEXUS
on  the  model  containing  the  cables  of  prestressed  (if  not  fatal  error  due  to  matrix  not
factorisable).

During the call to  CALC_PRECONT, the connections kinematics should not be include in the
loadings except when one carries out the setting in tension in several stages.

c) L be posterior loadings with the setting in tension of the cables, such as the efforts of pressure
modelling the impact. 

4.3 Third stage: Resolution of the digital problem

4.3.1 Setting in tension of the cables

The initial profiles of tension of the cables are defined by the macro-order DEFI_CABLE_BP described
previously.  The  setting  in  effective  tension  of  the  cables  is  carried  out  using  the  macro-order
CALC_PRECONT.

RES1 =  CALC_PRECONT (
             MODELE=MODELE,
             CHAM_MATER=CHMATER,
             CARA_ELEM=CARAELE,

COMPORTEMENT= (_F (RELATION = ‘ELAS’,
                              GROUP_MA=l_beton,),

_F (RELATION = ‘ELAS’,
                        GROUP_MA =l_cable,),

                                       _F (RELATION = ‘ELAS’,
                                         GROUP_MA = ' DISFROT',)

),

              EXCIT    = _F (CHARGE=CHARBLOQ),

              CABLE_BP = (L_CAB,…),
              INCREMENT=_F (LIST_INST = LINST,

←  One  specifies  a  law
ELAS  for  discrete  rubbing
cables
← the loading contains the
boundary  conditions  except
CINE_CAB
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INST_INIT  = 0.0,
                                 INST_FIN  = 1.0,),);

In the case presented, one puts in tension simultaneously all the cables of prestressed as well as an
instantaneous loading, without other first loadings. In this case, it is enough to appeal one  only time at
the macro-order CALC_PRECONT . The loading is composed of the conditions with Li become moth-
eaten and possible instantaneous loadings. The loading CINE_CAB does not have to be included in the
loadings. Under the keyword CABLE_BP , all the concepts will be included DEFI_CABLE_BP . 
One will  refer to documentation [U2.03.06] [6] for methodology on the application of prestressing in
several stages.

4.3.2 Resolution in the software Europlexus 

The following elements must be provided to the macro-order CALC_EUROPLEXUS:
a) The initial state resulting from the calculation of the setting under prestressing CALC_PRECONT

CALC_EUROPLEXUS (…
ETAT_INIT = _F (RESULTAT=RES1,

CONTRAINTE=' OUI',
EQUILIBRE=' OUI' or ‘NOT’),

…)

This keyword allows Europlexus to begin calculation starting from an initial state resulting from a
concept result of  Code_Aster. Fields provided to Europlexus are those corresponding to the last
moment of calculation of the concept result given. The keyword  BALANCE allows indiquer with
Europlexus if the initial state is in balance or not. If the keyword is ‘NOT‘, calculation Europlexus
itself will check that the system is in balance.

 
b) Mechanical loadings

It will be checked that the loading correspondant with the connections kinematics between cables
and concrete is well specified.

CALC_EUROPLEXUS (…
EXCIT = (_F (LOAD = CINE_CAB),

              ….)
…)

← Loading corresponds to the
definition  of  the  connections
kinematics between cables and
concrete

Specific case of the rubbing cables
c) For the cases of the rubbing cables, one must to define the concept  CARA_ELEM specific to

Europlexus , which does not contain the characteristics of the discrete ones. 

CALC_EUROPLEXUS (…
CARA_ELEM = CARAEPX,

…)
← the concept cara_elem is not
identical  to  that  used  by
CALC_PRECONT

d) The behavior of differentS components of the model must be specified
For the case of the rubbing cables, the law of behavior associated with the discrete elements is
BPEL_FROT.

CALC_EUROPLEXUS (…
COMPORTEMENT= (COMPORTEMENT= (

_F (RELATION = ‘GLRC_DAMAGE’,
GROUP_MA=l_beton,),
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_F (RELATION = ‘ELAS’,
GROUP_MA =l_cables,),

_F (RELATION = ‘BPEL_FROT’,
GROUP_MA = ‘DISFROT’,),),),

…)

←  Law  of  behavior  to  be
specified for the discrete ones

 
Other obligatory keywords of the macro-order CALC_EUROPLEXUS are CALCULATION and FILING.
Finally the keyword LAUNCHING = ' OUI' allows to launch calculation.

4.3.3 Operational limits 

For  the  slipping  and  rubbing  cables,  each  step  of  time,  one  allows  the  nodes  of  cable  to  move
according to the tangent with the trajectory of the cable at the moment given. However the tangent is
an approximation of the trajectory of the cable to the node considered. Thus when the node of cable
slips, it deviates from a small distance of the trajectory and always towards the outside of this one. With
each step of time this variation is all the more large as displacement is large. With the repetition of the
steps of time, the nodes can end up deviating in a considerable way of the theoretical trajectory from
the cable.

In these cases, calculation will stop with a message Indiquant that a node of cable left the thickness of
the concrete mesh in which it should be included. In this case, one can use a step of smaller time to
cure the problem.

 

4.4 Fourth stage: Postprocessings

Once the calculation carried out by Europlexus, the results are stored in the concept evol_noli returned
by the macro_commande CALC_EUROPLEXUS. The posts-treatments can be carried out in a classical
way starting from this concept. The macro-order CALC_EUROPLEXUS offer also the possibility starting
from the keywords OBSERVATION or CURVE to build a table with the data of interest for postprocessing.

One illustrates for the study considered certain postprocessings being able to be realized. Thereafter,
one considers three configurations different with a modeling from the adherent cables, slipping and
rubbing.
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5 Illustrative study of civil engineer

Pour  to  illustrate  the  use  of  the cables  ON considers  here  the  study  of  a  prestressed  enclosure
subjected to an impact. The grid of the structure is presented on Figure 4.1.1-a.

Materials
behavior  of  reinforced concrete  is  modelled by the homogenized  law  GLRC_DAMAGE.  In  the  zone
surrounding the zone of impact, the material is supposed to behave in a non-linear way. One thus
assigns to one group of meshS CYL_GLRC of this zone parameters of the law of behavior  concrete
calculated using software MOCO [7]. For more technical details on the setting in data of a calculation of
impact with the law GLRC_DAMAGE, one can consult the reference [8].
Lbe properties of  materials  are  presented in  Table  5-1.  The zone  CYL_LINE also use the law of
behavior CYL_DAMAGE but in this case the limits in traction and compression of the concrete and the
reinforcements were raised so as to model a homogenized linear behavior. It is supposed that the
impact will not damage this zone. 

Concrete Reinforcements Cables of prestressings

Young modulus (GPa) 40 200 200

Poisson's ratio 0,2 - -

Limit in traction (MPa) 4 500 -

Limit in compression (MPa) 40 - -

Module  of  work  hardening
(GPa)

- 2 -

Table 5-1: Properties of materials

Cables of prestressing
The cables have an initial tension imposed on 3,75MN  . In the case of the configuration with rubbing
cables, one considers a retreat of anchoring for the horizontal cables equal to 5mm  . The coefficients
of frictions in this configuration are =0,001m−1  for linear friction and f =0,21 rad−1  for curved
friction. There is no loss of initial tension by friction for the other configurations. 

Boundary conditions
The enclosure is embedded at its base.

Loading 
The loading considered in the study is an impact on small square zone of surface external of the
cylinder. The impact  is  imposed by an effort  of  pressure on a surface of  4,43m2  approximately,
identified  Figure 4.1.1-a by the group of mesh  CYL_PRES . This loading corresponds to a force of
impact of 26,6MN  . The curve of loading is given Figure 5-a . 
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Parameter of calculation 
One uses a step of fixed calculation equal to 5.10−6 s  . Calculation is carried out until moment 0.2 S. 

 
5.1.1 State with the setting under prestressing

Following  the  setting  under  prestressed  in  Code-Aster,  via  the  macro-order  CALC_PRECONT,  the
structure is deformed by the setting in tension of the cables. The deformations obtained for the three
configurations of studies are presented Figure 5.1.1-a with a factor of amplification of 5000.

In the three cases,  a reduction of the diameter of  the cylinder  and a depression of the dome are
observed.  It  is  noted  that  the  deformation  for  Lbe  configurationS cables  adherent  and slipping is
identical.

Adherent cables Slipping cables Rubbing cables

   

Figure 5.1.1-a: Deformation following the setting in prestressing
(factor of amplification 5000)

The tension of the cables, resulting from the setting in prestressing, is defined by the macro-order
CALC_PRECONT  which  follows  the  rules  of  the  BPEL  [3].  The  profiles  of  tension  depend  thus
parameters of friction and retreat of anchoring. It is possible to apply coefficients of friction on all the
types of  cables to represent in a realistic way the setting in tension. In the case of this study, no
coefficient of friction is imposed, nor retreat of anchoring for Lbe cables adherent and slipping. The
comparison of the tensions along the horizontal and vertical cables (see Figure 5.1.1-b) confirm that
imposed prestressing is identical in these two cases. The tension of the cables is constant along the
cables, equalizes with 3,75MN .

In the case of the configuration with rubbing cables, one considers a linear friction, a curved friction and
a retreat of anchoring for the horizontal cables. This appears by variable profiles of tension along the
cable. For the vertical cables, one notes a loss of tension between the center of the cable and the ends
due to the Fr coefficientottement linear. For the horizontal cables, the loss of tension between the
center of the cables and the ends are more marked because it  curved friction is more important than
linear friction. The tenSion varies between 1,8MN  and 3,2MN . LE peak of tension is not measured
at the ends of the cables because of the retreat of anchoring considered. The noticeable decrease of
the effective tension of the horizontal cables leads to a deformation of the structure less marked than
for the case cables adherent and slipping. The variation of the tension along the rubbing cables can
also lead to a dissymmetry of the behavior of the structure. It is thus important to correctly model the
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position  of  anchorings  of  the  cables,  i.e. an alternation  of  anchorings  of  share  and  others  of  the
structure. This ensures a uniform prestressing.

  

Figure 5.1.1-b: Tension along the cables
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5.1.2 State during the loading

During the impact, the structure of the enclosure becomes deformed locally on the level of the zone of
impact CYL_PRES . The deformations of the enclosure are given for the moments of calculation 0,1 s
and  0,2 s  Figure 5.1.2-a . The displacement of the center of the zone of impact is also presented
Figure 5.1.2-b : one separates the radial and vertical component from displacement. 

Moment Adherent cables Slipping cables Rubbing cables

0,1 s  

 

  

0,2 s  

 

  

Figure 5.1.2-a: Deformations of the structure

The radial component of displacement reaches a maximum of amplitude of  2,6cm  . The zone of
impact D éplace initially towards the interior of the cylinder. At the end of the loading, displacement is
reversed  and  become  positive,  which  corresponds  to  a  displacement  towards  the  outside  of  the
cylinder. The wave of inflection is propagated in the cylinder as one can visualize it on the deformations
at the moment 0,2 s  . Moves lies vertical of the central point of the zone of impact also varies during
calculation but the amplitude remains lower than 0,6mm  . 
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Figure 5.1.2-b: Displacements of the center of the zone of impact

The comparison of the three configurations highlights that the total answer of the structure at the time of the
impact is influenced little by the choice of the modeling of the cables. 
The differences appear in the comparison of the answer of the cables themselves. Profile of Tension along the
two cables crossing the zone of impact, CH_06 and CV_15, is presented Figure 5.1.2-c. 

For the adherent cables, the zone of impact can be clearly identified along the cable (height | 25m  and angle
=250 °  ). The local deformation of the reinforced concrete hull on the level of the zone of impact is directly

transmitted  to  the  adherent  cables  via  the  connections  kinematics.  The  cables  being  positioned  opposite
external cylinder, the impact induces a compressive force in the cables. The tension of the cables is reduced to
3MN  locally for the moment of calculation 0,1 s  . 

For the slipping cables, the profile of tension along the cables remains constant throughout calculation around
3,75MN  . The slip of the cable authorized in its sheath makes it possible to adapt the important deformations

of the concrete hull to the level of the zone of impact. 

For the rubbing cables, the profile of tension along the cables is not constant because of friction. The effect of
the impact has little influence on the profile of tension.
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Cable Adherent cables Slipping cables Rubbing cables

Vertical

   

Horizontal

   

Figure 5.1.2-c: Profiles of tension of the cables 

Figure 5.1.2-d present the damages of the face interior and external at the end of the calculation, at the
moment  t=0,2 s  . The damage initially appears opposite interior cylinder, which is subjected to a
tractive effort due to the impact. At the end of the application of the loading, the return of the structure
and displacements positive cause a damage of the outside of the cylinder. 

The damage of the lower face is around the zone of impact and in the vertical direction. This result is
coherent  with  the deformation of  the structure at  the moment  0,2 s  .  The shock wave generates
important deformations above and below the zone of impact. 

The damage of the outside is around the zone of impact and in the horizontal direction.

The damage is similar in the three configurations of study.
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Face Adherent cables Slipping cables Rubbing cables

Interior

   

 External

  

Figure 5.1.2-d: Damage with T =0,2s

Computing times on the cluster Aster5 for the three configurationS are indicated in Table 5.1.2-1.
The computing time of the configuration with the rubbing cables is more important than for the other
configurations because of the significant number of discrete elements and the law of friction to be
imposed.

Computing time Adherent cables Slipping cables Rubbing cables

Complete calculation 5.9 H 6.7 H 11.1 H

Calculation Europlexus 4.2 H 5.1 H 9.3 H

Table 5.1.2-1: Computing time on Aster5
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6 Assessment

This document illustrates the methodology of taking into account of prestressing in one calculation
Europlexus realized in the environment of Code_Aster  via the macro-order CALC_EUROPLEXUS on a
study simplified of impact on an enclosure.

Three types of modeling of possible cables in  Europlexus are considered with knowing the adherent
cables, slipping and rubbing. Specificities of the setting in data of each case are presented as well as
the results of three calculations.
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